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Basic Idea 

⦿ We can try to solve large problems in society 

by thinking of new functionality, that will not 

introduce new problems or exacerbate old 

ones, while proceeding responsibly: i.e. not  

violating ethical principles or extant laws, and 

optimize conditions for responsibility of all 

involved.



Research and 

Development/Innovation

Estimated 500 Meuro for 
Responsible Research 

and Innovation 



Start Asking:
“This is innovative,

but is it good?”



Some 

innovations: 

good to have



Other 

innovations: 

not so good 

to have









Can we (please) aim at solving 
urgent and important problems, 

where we can really 
make a difference!



The grand challenges of the 21st century



AI: A European Perspective

⦿ “For the EU, it is not so much a 

question of winning or losing a 

race between the USA and 

China, but of finding the way of 

embracing the opportunities 

offered by AI in a way that is 

human-centred, ethical, secure, 

and true to our core values”.



Europe: The Third Way



Moral and legal Foundations





Europe: Museum of the World ?



Europe: Cradle of Enlightenment 2.0?



AI and Humanity



What are we talking about, 
concretely? 

Some examples



‘Ethical’ fairphone
⦿ Conflict-free metals

⦿ Replaceable battery

⦿Worker welfare

⦿ Recycling program



Bronchoscope

⦿ Flexibility

⦿ Reliability

⦿ Accuracy

⦿ Precision

⦿ Speed

⦿ Useability

⦿ Minimally invasive

⦿ Low cost

⦿ Easy to sterilize



Angiogenesis, osteogenesis, 

bactericide



Innovative asphalt

⦿ Silent in usage

⦿ Safer (better grip)

⦿ Sustainable (reflects 

light)



New dike designs

⦿ Safety

⦿ Recreation

⦿ Environment



Tidal energy

⦿ Flood defense

⦿ Blue energy

⦿ Ecosystem

management



Foldable  container

SUSTAINABILITY



Afsluitdijk



Renewable energy



Building with and for nature



Mobility, recreation, wild life



Volvo: Safety and  Inclusion



What are these examples examples of?

safe

private

sustainable

simultaneously accommodating multiple values



Key feature of 
Responsible Innovation: 

An expansion of the set of 
obligations (not just preferences) 

that we can simultaneously satisfy



Two Core Ideas

⦿ 1. Values in Design

⦿ 2. Innovation to reconcile conflicting values



L. Winner: Do artefacts have politics?



Bias in Search Engines



Algorithmic bias in Newsfeed



Hostile architecture



Design for Addiction



This Idea can and must be used responsibly!!



Smart cities



Churchill



⦿Identity Management 
Systems

⦿Authorization Matrix

⦿Procedures

⦿Regulations

⦿Incentive structures

⦿Auction mechanisms

⦿Voting mechanism

⦿Monitoring and inspection 

⦿Interfaces

⦿Infrastructures

⦿Algorithms

⦿Ontologies

⦿Code

⦿Protocols

⦿Integrity constraints

⦿Architectures

⦿Governance arrangements

Values Built into (information) Systems



Values
Norms
Laws
Ideals
Ethics
Principles

Artefacts
Architectures
Materials
Standards
Security
Systems

Infrastructure

Express

Implement

Justify
Audit

Responsibility
Accountability

Sustainability
Autonomy

Security
Agency

Privacy
Safety

Computers

Oil tankers
Electricity
Airplanes

Hospitals
Reactors
Internet

Roads
Grids

What do we need to do and get better 

at? Design for Values



Design for Value X

⦿ Design for privacy 

⦿ Design for security

⦿ Design for inclusion

⦿ Design for sustainability 

⦿ Design for democracy

⦿ Design for safety

⦿ Design for transparency

⦿ Design for accountability

⦿ Design for responsibility 



Values hierarchy

Values

Norms

Policies

Mechanisms

Protocols

Design requirements

High-level 

non-functional 

requirements 



Design 
requirements

Norms

Values Privacy

Risk 
mitigation

Coarse 
graining

Data 
clustering Pseudonymization

Accountability Data 
quality

Security

Example of a value hierarchy



Value pluralism as challenge and trigger....

⦿ Privacy

⦿ Autonomy

⦿ Equity

⦿ Justice

⦿ Dignity

⦿ Wellbeing

⦿ Transparency

⦿ Democracy

⦿ Safety

⦿ Security

⦿ Sustainability

⦿ Health 

⦿ Solidarity



... moral overload

⦿ Prosperity AND sustainability 

⦿ Security AND Privacy

⦿ Efficiency AND Safety

⦿ Accountability AND Confidentiality



Safety vs. sustainability

A sustainable, but unsafe bus in the area of Delft



Privacy By Design



Suppose you have an 

⦿ Obligation to do A and 

⦿ Obligation to do B

⦿ Then…..you have an 

⦿ Obligation to see to it that 

⦿ you can do both A and B





Moral axiom of Responsible Innovation

“If you can change the world by 

innovation today, 

so that you can satisfy more of your 

obligations tomorrow, 

you have a moral obligation to 

innovate today”



We need to educate the 

responsible designers and 

engineers and applied 

scientists of the future


